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BROWSING  

Wildlife conservation -- Oregon.  
THE GOD SQUAD AND THE CASE OF THE NORTHERN SPOTTED OWL [VIDEORECORDING] / A DOCUMENTARY BY EMILY HART.  
DVD 0026.
Adversary system (Law) -- Great Britain -- History -- 18th century.
Hostettler, John.
FIGHTING FOR JUSTICE: THE HISTORY AND ORIGINS OF ADVERSARY TRIAL.

Aliens -- United States -- Popular works.
HOW TO GET A GREEN CARD / [LOIDA NICOLAS LEWIS, LEN MADLANSACAY].
7th ed. / [edited] by Ilona Bray ; [revised by] Carl Falstrom.
Berkeley, Calif.: Nolo, c2006.

Antitrust law -- History.
Freyer, Tony Allan.

Attorney and client -- United States -- Popular works.
Hayes, J. Michael.
HELP YOUR LAWYER WIN YOUR CASE.
2nd ed.

Authorship -- Data processing -- Style manuals.
THE COLUMBIA GUIDE TO ONLINE STYLE / JANICE R. WALKER AND TODD TAYLOR.
2nd ed.
PN171.F56 W35 2006.

Automobiles -- Purchasing.
Kramon, James M.
C(226)OMO COMPRAR UN AUTOM(226)OVIL.
Naperville, Ill.: Sphinx Pub., 2006.

Business law -- United States.
Warda, Mark.
C(226)OMO INICIAR SU PROPIO NEGOCIO.
Naperville, Ill.: Sphinx Pub., 2005.

Campaign funds -- United States.
Samples, John Curtis, 1956-
THE FALLACY OF CAMPAIGN FINANCE REFORM.
Child support -- Law and legislation -- United States -- Popular works.
Boland, Mary L.
CHILD SUPPORT MADE EASY: YOUR COMPLETE GUIDE TO COLLECTING, ENFORCING, OR TERMINATING THE COURT'S ORDER.
2nd ed.

Constitutions -- United States.
THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA / INSCRIBED AND ILLUSTRATED BY SAM FINK.
KF4525 2006.

Consumer credit -- Law and legislation -- United States.
CONSUMER BANKRUPTCY PRACTICE 2006 / GENERAL EDITORS, RONALD R. PETERSON, WILLIAM A. MUELLER ; CHAPTER AUTHORs, SUMNER A. BOURNE ... [ET AL.].
Springfield, IL : Illinois Institute for Continuing Legal Education, c2006-

Consumer credit -- United States.
Sember, Brette McWhorter, 1968-
COMO NEGOCIAR SU CRÉDITO.

Contracts -- United States -- Cases.
CONTRACTS STORIES EDITED BY DOUGLAS G. BAIRD.

Corporation law -- United States.
UNDERSTANDING CORPORATE LAW / ARTHUR R. PINTO, DOUGLAS M. BRANSON.
New York, N.Y. : M. Bender, c1999.

Corporations -- Taxation -- Law and legislation -- United States.
Lederman, Leandra.
UNDERSTANDING CORPORATE TAXATION.
1st ed.

Criminal liability of juristic persons -- United States.
Lauffer, William S.
CORPORATE BODIES AND GUILTY MINDS: THE FAILURE OF CORPORATE CRIMINAL LIABILITY.
KF9236.5 .L38 2006.
Custody of children -- United States -- Popular works.
Lyster, Mimi E.
BUILDING A PARENTING AGREEMENT THAT WORKS : HOW TO PUT YOUR KIDS FIRST WHEN YOUR MARRIAGE DOESN'T LAST.
5th ed.

Debtor and creditor -- United States -- Popular works.
Jasper, Margaret C.
DEALING WITH DEBT.

Decedents' estates -- Taxation -- United States.
FEDERAL INCOME TAXATION OF ESTATES AND BENEFICIARIES, BY M. CARR FERGUSON, JAMES J. FREELAND, RICHARD B. STEPHENS.

Discovery (Law) -- United States.
HANDLING FEDERAL DISCOVERY / WILLIAM M. AUDET, KIMBERLY A. FANADY.
[Rev. 11, 2006].

Discrimination in criminal justice administration -- United States -- History.
RACE, GENDER, AND PUNISHMENT : FROM COLONIALISM TO THE WAR ON TERROR / MARY BOSWORTH, JEANNE FLAVIN, EDITORS.

Dispute resolution (Law) -- United States.
RESOLVING DISPUTES : THEORY, PRACTICE, AND LAW / JAY FOLBERG ... [ET AL.].

Divorce -- Law and legislation -- United States -- Popular works.
Doknow, Emily.
NOLO'S ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO DIVORCE.
Berkeley, Calif. : Nolo, c2006.

Divorce mediation -- United States -- Popular works.
Stoner, Katherine E., 1947-
DIVORCE WITHOUT COURT : A GUIDE TO MEDIATION AND COLLABORATIVE DIVORCE.
Berkeley, Calif. : Nolo, c2006.
Divorced fathers -- United States -- Psychology.
Mandelstein, Paul.
ALWAYS DAD : BEING A GREAT FATHER DURING & AFTER DIVORCE.
Berkeley, Calif. : Nolo, c2006.

Economics.
Friedman, David D.
HIDDEN ORDER : THE ECONOMICS OF EVERYDAY LIFE.
1st pbk. ed.

Emigration and immigration law -- United States -- Popular works.
Bray, Ilona M., 1962-.
U.S. IMMIGRATION MADE EASY.
12th ed.
Berkeley, Calif. : Nolo, c2006.

Environmental law -- United States.
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW AND POLICY / BY JAMES SALZMAN, BARTON H. THOMPSON, JR.
2nd ed.

Environmental law -- United States -- Directories.
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW CAREERS DIRECTORY, 2006-2007 / ECOLOGY LAW QUARTERLY.

Equity -- United States -- Cases.
REMEDIES : CASES AND MATERIALS / BY EDWARD D. RE, JOSEPH R. RE.
5th ed.

Finance, Personal.
Sember, Brette McWhorter, 1968-.
COMO ORGANIZAR UN PRESUPUESTO.

Freedom of speech -- United States.
ETERNALLY VIGILANT : FREE SPEECH IN THE MODERN ERA / EDITED BY LEE C. BOLLINGER
AND GEOFFREY R. STONE.
House buying -- United States.
Summers, Diana Brodman.
C{226}OMO COMPRAR SU PRIMERA CASA.

Income tax -- Law and legislation.
Graetz, Michael J.
FOUNDATIONS OF INTERNATIONAL INCOME TAXATION.

Income tax -- Law and legislation -- Great Britain -- History.
Harris, Peter, 1964-
INCOME TAX IN COMMON LAW JURISDICTIONS : FROM THE ORIGINS TO 1820.

Income tax -- Law and legislation -- United States.
Chirelstein, Marvin A.
FEDERAL INCOME TAXATION : A LAW STUDENT'S GUIDE TO THE LEADING CASES AND CONCEPTS.
9th ed.

Jews -- United States -- Biography.
Dershowitz, Alan M.
CHUTZPAH.
1st ed.

Job hunting -- United States -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Dabbah, Mariela.
C{226}OMO CON SEGUIR T RABAJO EN  LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS : GU{226}IA ESPECIAL PARA LATINOS.
HF5382.75.U6 D33 2005.

Land use -- Law and legislation.
LAND USE LAW FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT / EDITED BY NATHALIE J. CHALIFOUR ... [ET AL.] ; WITH A MESSAGE FROM KOFI A. ANNAN.

Law -- United States -- Philosophy.
THE CANON OF AMERICAN LEGAL THOUGHT / EDITED BY DAVID KENNEDY AND WILLIAM W. FISHER III; ILLUSTRATED BY DOUG MAYHEW.
Law and art -- United States -- Cases.
Gerstenblith, Patty.

ART, CULTURAL HERITAGE, AND THE LAW : CASES AND MATERIALS.

Leases -- United States -- Popular works.
GU{226}IA ESENCIAL PARA LOS CONTRATOS DE ARRENDAMIENTO DE BIENES RAICES / MARK WARDA ; MARTA C. QUIROZ-PECIRNO, TRADUCTOR.

Legal ethics -- United States -- Problems, exercises, etc.
Redlich, Norman.
PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY : A PROBLEM APPROACH.
2nd ed.
Boston : Little, Brown, c1983.
KF305.R4 1983.

Legal research -- Data processing.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND LAWYERS : ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY IN THE LEGAL DOMAIN, FROM CHALLENGES TO DAILY ROUTINE / EDITED BY ARNO R. LODDER, ANJA OSKAMP.

Legal research -- United States -- Computer network resources.
THE CYBERSLEUTH'S GUIDE TO THE INTERNET : CONDUCTING EFFECTIVE INVESTIGATIVE & LEGAL RESEARCH ON THE WEB / BY CAROLE A. LEVITT & MARK E. ROSCH.
8th ed.
Culver City, Calif. : Internet for Lawyers, c2006.

Legal research -- United States -- Popular works.
LEGAL RESEARCH : HOW TO FIND & UNDERSTAND THE LAW / BY STEPHEN ELIAS AND SUSAN LEVINKIND ; EDITED BY RICHARD STIM.
13th ed.

Lincoln family -- Portraits.
THE LINCOLN FAMILY ALBUM / MARK E. NEELY JR. & HAROLD HOLZER.
Pbk. ed.

Medicare -- Law and legislation.
Frolik, Lawrence A.
THE LAW OF LATER-LIFE HEALTH CARE AND DECISION MAKING.
KF3608.A4 F76 2006.
Naturalization -- United States -- Popular works.
Bray, Ilona M., 1962-
BECOMING A U.S. CITIZEN : A GUIDE TO THE LAW, EXAM, AND INTERVIEW.
3rd ed.
Berkeley, Calif. : Nolo, c2006.

Nutrition policy -- United States.
Nestle, Marion.
FOOD POLITICS : HOW THE FOOD INDUSTRY INFLUENCES NUTRITION AND HEALTH.

Old age pensions -- Law and legislation -- United States -- Miscellanea.
EL SEGURO SOCIAL PREGUNTAS Y RESPUESTAS : SU gu I (226) IA PARA NAVEGAR POR EL SISTEMA Y OBTENER LO QUE USTED HA GANADO / STANLEY A. TOMKIEL, III ; MARTA C. QUIROZ-PECIRNO, TRADUCTOR.

Partnership -- Taxation -- Law and legislation -- United States.
Friedland, Jerold A.
UNDERSTANDING PARTNERSHIP AND LLC TAXATION.
2nd ed.

Patient participation -- United States.
Tauber, Alfred I.
PATIENT AUTONOMY AND THE ETHICS OF RESPONSIBILITY.
R727.42 T38 2005.

Pets -- Law and legislation -- United States.
Jasper, Margaret C.
PET LAW.

Right to die -- Moral and ethical aspects -- United States -- Case studies.
THE CASE OF TERRI SCHIAVO : ETHICS AT THE END OF LIFE / EDITED BY ARTHUR L. CAPLAN, JAMES J. MCCARTNEY, AND DOMINIC A. SISTI ; FOREWORD BY JAY WOLFSON.

Securities -- United States.
SECURITIES LAW / BY LARRY D. SODERQUIST, THERESA A. GABALDON.
2nd ed.
United Nations War Crimes Commission -- History.
HISTORY OF THE UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE LAWS OF WAR / COMPILED BY THE UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION.

United States. Supreme Court -- Bibliography.
SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES : A BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH INDEXES / GEORGE H. RUTLAND, EDITOR.

Visas -- United States -- Popular works.
{160}VISAS! {160}VISAS! {160}VISAS! : SESENTA MANERAS (LEGALES) DE INMIGRAR A EE.UU. / DEBBIE M. SCHELL, KURT A. WAGNER.